We study server scheduling in multiclass service systems under stochastic uncertainty in the customer arrival volumes. Common practice in such systems is to first identify staffing levels, and then determine schedules for the servers that cover these targets. We propose a new stochastic integer programming model that integrates these two decisions, which can yield lower scheduling costs by exploiting the presence of alternative server configurations that yield similar quality-of-service. We find that a branch-and-cut algorithm based on Benders decomposition may fail due to the weakness of the relaxation bound. We propose a novel application of mixed-integer rounding to improve the Benders cuts used in this algorithm, a technique that is applicable to any stochastic integer program with integer first-stage decision variables. Numerical examples illustrate the computational efficiency of the proposed approach and the potential benefit of solving the integrated model compared to considering the staffing and scheduling problems separately.
Introduction
Workforce scheduling is an important aspect of service system operations, and becomes particularly complicated when considering systems that have heterogeneous sets of servers and customers, and which are faced with errors in the forecasts of customer arrival rates. An important example of large-scale service systems facing these challenges is call centers. The fundamental challenge in staffing and scheduling a service system is to maintain an acceptable quality-of-service (QoS) at minimum cost, where quality-of-service can be measured in many ways, such as average customer waiting time, or the proportion of customers who abandon the system without service.
The process of staffing and scheduling servers can be categorized into four steps (Atlason et al. 2008 ):
1. Forecasting: Estimate customer arrival rates over the planning horizon.
2. Staffing: Determine the minimum number of servers needed in each period to meet qualityof-service targets.
3. Shift scheduling: Select staff shifts to meet staffing levels.
Rostering: Assign employees to the shifts.
In a multiskill multiclass system, containing multiple pools of servers and customer classes having different characteristics, a further important step is the real-time routing of customers to available servers who have the ability to serve that customer class during the operation of the system. This is known as skills-based routing. There are many routing rules in the literature, see e.g., Mandelbaum and Stolyar (2004) , Atar et al. (2005) , Gurvich and Whitt (2007) , Dai and Tezcan (2008) , and Stolyar and Tezcan (2010) , and the choice of routing rule is important for achieving good system performance. In this work, we assume the routing rule is fixed (we use the "shadow routing" rule proposed by Stolyar and Tezcan (2010) ) and focus on the staffing and shift scheduling problems.
A common practice in service system management is to conduct the staffing and shift scheduling steps sequentially. Specifically, the planning horizon is divided into periods with lengths such as 15 or 30 minutes, and staffing levels are determined for the agents in each of these periods that balance the staffing costs with the quality-of-service. Then, with these staffing levels fixed, an integer programming model can be solved to select minimum cost shifts that meet these target staffing levels.
In this paper, we consider a multiskill multiclass system with uncertainty in customer arrival rates, and study the integrated problem of staffing and shift scheduling simultaneously. In a multiskill system, there may be multiple different combinations of server staffing levels that can yield an adequate quality-of-service in any given time period. The key advantage of our proposed model is that it is able to exploit this flexibility to choose staffing levels in different time periods in such a way that the scheduling cost required to meet the selected staffing levels is minimized. The model we introduce for this problem is a two-stage stochastic integer programming problem, which we find can be difficult to solve using current methods. Therefore, we also introduce a general technique for using mixed-integer rounding (MIR) inequalities (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988 ) within a Benders decomposition algorithm for solving this model, and find that it is very effective at improving the performance of Benders decomposition. While this technique is motivated by the server scheduling application, it can be applied to any two-stage stochastic integer program with integer first-stage variables.
Because a forecast can never predict with certainty the arrival rates over the planning horizon, modern forecasting procedures provide both a point estimate of the arrival rate during a period and a distribution of the possible error from the point estimate. Because it is generally not possible to change the staffing levels in real-time, the forecast error can lead to overstaffing or understaffing.
As a result, it is important to consider the uncertainty in arrival rate forecasts when making staffing and scheduling decisions. Thus, our proposed model also accounts for the forecast error and takes advantage of the estimate of its distribution, leading to a stochastic integer programming formulation.
To the best of our knowledge, Cezik and L'Ecuyer (2008) and Avramidis et al. (2010) are the only authors to have previously studied this integrated problem of staffing and scheduling in a multiskill multiclass setting with uncertain arrival rates. The key difference between our work and these works is that the optimization model we propose uses a linear program (LP) to approximate the quality-of-service of a set of staffing levels in a period, whereas they use simulation. We also suggest using simulation, but only to evaluate a set of candidate solutions, thus significantly reducing the computational burden. Our numerical experiments show that while simulation gives more accurate estimates of quality-of-service, the LP approximation is a good proxy for the quality-of-service because there is a near perfect correlation between the quality-of-service estimates obtained from simulation and the LP approximation we use. Thus, we choose to use the LP approximation to avoid the computationally expensive requirement to generate approximate gradients via simulation as part of the solution procedure. Furthermore, the LP approximation guarantees that the component of the cost function that approximates the cost of quality-of-service is convex, enabling this cost function to be correctly modeled using cuts. In contrast, the simulation-based approaches are based on cuts derived from subgradients of functions that are not guaranteed to be convex (or even pseudoconvex), and therefore run the risk of cutting off promising solutions.
The LP that we use for estimating the quality-of-service impact of a staffing profile within a period is based on the static and fluid approximation introduced in Harrison and Zeevi (2005) and analyzed in Bassamboo et al. (2006) . Harrison and Zeevi (2005) proposed a stochastic LP that can be used to determine staffing levels within a single period that optimally balances staffing cost and abandonment costs, as measured by a weighted sum of customer abandonments. In particular, for a given set of arrival rates and server levels, the abandonment cost is determined by seeking a fluid allocation of the servers to customers such that the weighted proportion of customer arrivals that cannot be met by the allocation is minimized. Bassamboo et al. (2006) showed that there exists a dynamic skills-based routing policy such that using this routing policy in combination with the staffing levels provided from the stochastic LP yields a solution that is asymptotically optimal in a limiting regime characterized by high volumes, short service times, and impatient customers. Thus, one can conclude that the staffing solutions provided by the stochastic LP are high quality for systems exhibiting these characteristics. Furthermore, in our numerical results we find that even for a system that does not exhibit high volumes, the LP approximation is highly correlated with the fraction of abandonments as estimated by simulation, and therefore provides a good basis for optimizing shift schedules.
The model that we present is a stochastic integer programming (IP) model, where integer decision variables are used to determine how many servers are assigned to each possible schedule, and the arrival rates (or equivalently, for a given period, counts) are modeled as random variables. As described in the previous paragraphs, given the server staffing levels associated with a schedule and a given scenario of customer counts, the abandonment cost is evaluated using a LP as in Bassamboo et al. (2006) . The objective is to minimize the sum of the scheduling costs and the abandonment costs. As in Atlason et al. (2004) and Cezik and L'Ecuyer (2008) , we first use sample average approximation (Kleywegt et al. 2002) to construct an approximation of the problem that has a finite number of customer count scenarios, which converts the problem into a large-scale
We analyze the relative gap between the proposed stochastic IP formulation and its LP relaxation, obtained by ignoring the integrality restrictions on the scheduling variables. We show that under assumptions on the form of the scheduling constraints that are often satisfied, or approximately satisfied, in real systems, this gap goes to zero as the arrival counts grow. Thus, for high volume systems, the proposed model can be approximated well as a stochastic LP, and thus can be readily solved by Benders decomposition.
When the LP relaxation is not an adequate approximation of the stochastic IP, the stochastic IP can be solved by reformulation as a large-scale mixed-integer program known as the extensive form in stochastic programming. Unfortunately, solving the extensive form can take prohibitively long if the number of scenarios is large simply due to its size. The size of the formulation can be overcome by embedding the Benders decomposition algorithm within a branch-and-cut algorithm. However, we also find that Benders decomposition fails to solve instances of reasonable size because the LP relaxation may not be a close enough approximation to the true objective value, leading to very large branch-and-bound search trees. To overcome this drawback, but preserve the decomposition nature of the Benders decomposition algorithm, we propose a novel application of the mixed-integer rounding (MIR) procedure of Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) to improve the cuts used within the Benders decomposition algorithm. The basic idea of this approach is to use the integrality of the first-stage decision variables (the staffing levels of each server type) to strengthen the cuts obtained in the Benders decomposition algorithm. In addition to being the first general application of MIR within Benders decomposition, the MIR inequality that we derive is slightly stronger than the one stated in Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) . As an example of the general applicability of this approach, this technique could potentially be used to improve the computational performance of the simulation-based cutting plane methods of Cezik and L'Ecuyer (2008) and Avramidis et al. (2010) .
We conduct a numerical study to illustrate the benefit of the proposed integrated model and the computational efficiency of the proposed MIR-enhanced Benders decomposition solution approach.
We compare the solutions obtained with our integrated model to those obtained using a simple two-step heuristic, which mimics the practice of considering the staffing and scheduling problems separately (Atlason et al. 2004 , Cezik and L'Ecuyer 2008 , Avramidis et al. 2010 ).
We find that by using the integrated model it is possible to find schedules that provide similar quality of service and reduce costs by 1-5%, or reduce abandonment percentages by 0.3-1.3% while keeping the scheduling costs the same. This reinforces similar findings of Avramidis et al. (2010) .
We also find that while the extensive form and standard Benders decomposition algorithms cannot solve the integrated model within our one-hour time limit, using our proposed MIRstrengthened Benders cuts leads to a decomposition algorithm that is able to solve all of our test instances in an hour.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related literature. Section 3 describes our proposed formulation. Section 4 describes the proposed methodology, including the standard Benders decomposition algorithm, and our MIR-enhanced version; and presents our propositions about the vanishing integrality gap of the model for high volume systems.
We provide our numerical illustrations in Section 5.
Literature review
There is a huge literature on every step of the workforce management process, especially on call centers. A comprehensive survey on modeling and analysis of call centers can be found in Gans et al. (2003) . We restrict our review to the papers addressing staffing and/or scheduling steps.
There is a large variety of methodologies to deal with staffing and scheduling problems such as queueing, simulation and optimization approaches. As stated in the survey by Aksin et al. (2007) of the recent literature on call centers, the survey by Koole and Mandelbaum (2002) focuses on queueing models for call centers; L'Ecuyer (2006) focuses on optimization problems for call centers;
and Koole and Pot (2006) focus on multiskill call centers. Also, Aksin et al. (2010) primarily review multiskill call centers.
When staffing a system with a single server and customer type and deterministic arrival rates, Markovian queueing models, in particular the Erlang-C formula for the M/M/N model, are an important tool. The square-root staffing rule has also been extensively analyzed in this context (Jennings et al. 1996 , Kolesar and Green 1998 , Garnett et al. 2002 , Borst et al. 2004 , Feldman et al. 2008 , Mandelbaum and Zeltyn 2009 . One of the earliest studies which consider staffing and scheduling steps together in the single-server single-customer type case is by Henderson and Mason (1998) where an integer program is introduced for the integrated problem. Service level functions are estimated via simulation and the model is refined by iterative addition of cuts.
Recently, there has been significant research investigating staffing and scheduling problems while considering the randomness and uncertainty in arrival rate forecasts. Many papers have studied the staffing and/or scheduling problems for the case of only a single server and customer class (Jennings et al. 1996 , Thompson 1997 , Bassamboo et al. 2006 , Whitt 2006 , Robbins and Harrison 2008 , Ingolfsson et al. 2010 ). In Atlason et al. (2004) , which extends Henderson and Mason (1998) , a relaxation of a sample average version of the integrated problem is solved via a combination of integer programming and simulation. Cuts are added to the integer model based on approximate subgradients of the service level as a function of staffing levels in each period. This method relies on the assumption that service level functions are concave in the staffing vector. Atlason et al. (2008) provide a modification of this approach that only requires the service level functions to be pseudoconcave in the staffing vector. Robbins and Harrison (2010) and Kim and Mehrotra (2014) formulate the integrated problem as a stochastic integer program. Kim and Mehrotra (2014) analyze the structure of their mixed-integer recourse problem and describe its convex hull by using MIR inequalities. Their use of MIR inequalities is specialized to the structure of their model, while the novel MIR approach we propose is applicable to any two-stage stochastic program with integer first-stage variables.
For multiskill/multiclass systems almost all of the papers considering arrival rate uncertainty study only the staffing problem (Harrison and Zeevi 2005 , Bassamboo and Zeevi 2009 , Avramidis et al. 2009 , Feldman and Mandelbaum 2010 , Gurvich et al. 2010 . Bhulai et al. (2008) solve the staffing and scheduling problems separately in their two-step algorithm. Cezik and L'Ecuyer (2008) extend the simulation-based cutting plane method of Atlason et al. (2004) to the multiskill setting, but they present numerical results only for a single period staffing problem. Avramidis et al. (2010) also solve the staffing and the scheduling problems simultaneously with a simulation-based cutting plane approach that extends Cezik and L'Ecuyer (2008) , and present a comparison with the two-step method of Bhulai et al. (2008) that demonstrates that solving the integrated model indeed can yield significant cost savings.
Problem formulation
Let I be the set of server types, J be the set of customer classes and T be the set of time periods. S i denotes the set of possible schedules for i ∈ I. For the cardinalities of the sets, we use
Let a ist be the binary parameter representing the availability of server type i, in period t for schedule s; a ist = 1 if schedule s includes time t, and a ist = 0 otherwise.
The parameter c is is the cost of schedule s ∈ S i for server type i ∈ I. The number of customers of type j ∈ J who arrive in period t ∈ T is modeled as a nonnegative random variable Λ jt . The set of random variables Λ jt , j ∈ J , t ∈ T , may be correlated.
We formulate the joint staffing and scheduling problem as a two-stage stochastic integer program.
In the first stage, before observing the uncertain arrival volumes Λ jt , we decide the number of each server type who is assigned to each schedule, which then determines the staffing levels of the server types in each period. We introduce decision variables y it to represent the number of servers of type i ∈ I to staff at time t ∈ T , and decision variables x is for i ∈ I, s ∈ S i , to represent the number of servers of type i who are assigned to schedule s. After the customer counts during each period are observed, a second-stage problem allocates the available servers to the (now known) customers in order to minimize the number of customers that are not served (abandoned customers). Our problem formulation follows as:
s.t.
x ∈ X, (1c)
The objective function (1a) minimizes the weighted sum of scheduling cost and expected abandonment cost. Since this problem is a bi-objective problem (minimize scheduling cost and abandonment cost), we multiply the second component of the objective with a positive parameter α to balance these two different costs. Constraints (1b) enforce schedules to be chosen in such a way that all staffing levels are met. In constraints (1c), X denotes the feasible region formed by other constraints on the schedule variables, such as constraints on the maximum number of a server type that are available or a limit on the number of part-time schedules that can be used. Finally, constraints (1d) require x and y variables to take on nonnegative integer values, respectively.
The recommended use of this model is to vary the parameter α to obtain a set of solutions on the efficient frontier between the two objectives of cost and quality-of-service. Then, the abandonment rate (or other quality-of-service metric) should be estimated for these solutions using simulation.
The decision-maker can then choose a schedule from among these candidates based on her desired trade-off between cost and quality-of-service. See Section 4.6 for more details.
is the function that we use to measure the quality-of-service, measured as a weighted sum of the unsatisfied (abandoned) customers. Specifically, for a given period t ∈ T , Q t (·, ·) is defined as
Problem (2) is the second stage model which calculates the abandonment cost, Q t (y, λ), for period t ∈ T with fixed staffing levels y and customer count vector λ. In problem (2), v ij represents the number of type i ∈ I servers allocated to customer class j ∈ J and w j denotes the number of type j ∈ J customers that are not served. The objective function (2a) minimizes the total penalty cost, where p j > 0 is the penalty for an unserved customer of class j ∈ J . The parameter µ ij ≥ 0 represents the service rate of server type i ∈ I when serving a customer of class j ∈ J ; µ ij > 0 if and only if server type i can serve customer class j. Constraints (2c) limit server allocations to the available staffing levels, while constraints (2b) ensure that the variables w j , j ∈ J record the number of unserved customers. As discussed in the introduction, the abandonment cost function
is motivated by the staffing model presented in Harrison and Zeevi (2005) and Bassamboo et al. (2006) . The LP determines the minimum weighted sum of unserved customers that can be obtained with the given staffing levels and customer arrival volumes, under several optimistic simplifications.
In particular, the queueing effects that arise due to the stochastic dynamic process of customer arrivals and service times are ignored, and it is assumed that servers can be fractionally allocated to customer demands (and likewise, customer demands can be continuously split among different servers). In systems characterized by high volumes, short service times, and impatient customers, these assumptions are justified by the analysis in Bassamboo et al. (2006) , which demonstrates that with appropriate real-time routing policies, it is possible to nearly achieve this best-case performance. In other systems, we argue that the abandonment cost function Q t (y, λ) still provides a reasonable "first order" estimate of the impacts of a staffing profile y on the quality-of-service.
Indeed, in our numerical experiments, we find a nearly perfect correlation between the abandonment rate as estimated by this LP and by simulation, even for a system with low volume. A similar LP was used in Gurvich et al. (2010) to evaluate feasibility of a staffing profile for a given set of customer counts.
Problem (1) 
Solution methodology
In this section, we describe our proposed methodology. We first describe the sample average approximation approach which yields a large-scale mixed-integer program. We discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the two well-known methods to solve this model, namely solving the extensive form and Benders decomposition. Next, we examine the gap between the optimal value of the mixedinteger program and its LP relaxation. We prove that under certain assumptions, as the system volume increases, the integrality gap goes to zero. Then, in order to overcome the drawbacks of the two existing solution methods, we introduce a novel method which is an MIR-enhanced version of the standard Benders decomposition algorithm. Finally, we summarize the overall solution approach.
The objective of (1) we first obtain a set of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples from the random vector. These realizations are called scenarios. Let K represent the set of scenario indices and
. . , λ K be the realizations of Λ. The expected value is then replaced by the sample average over these scenarios, where we assign equal weight 1/K to each scenario:
The results of Dai et al. (2000) imply that under mild assumptions, the SAA problem yields an optimal solution to the original problem with probability approaching to one exponentially fast in K. In addition, Kleywegt et al. (2002) present a statistical method for generating optimality bounds by solving multiple SAA problems.
Choosing the sample size requires making a trade-off between the quality of an optimal solution of the SAA problem and the computational burden to solve it. As discussed by Kleywegt et al. (2002) , when the sample size is large the objective function of the SAA problem tends to be a more accurate estimate of the true objective function, an optimal solution of the SAA problem tends to be a better solution, and the resulting bounds on the optimality gap tend to be tighter.
However, the SAA problem gets more computationally demanding to solve due to increased size.
As suggested in Kleywegt et al. (2002) , the choice of the sample size may be determined based on the results of preliminary computations.
With the scenarios fixed, we obtain the following deterministic equivalent of the SAA problem, which is referred as the extensive form in stochastic programming:
The first-stage decision variables x and y are the same as defined before, while a copy of secondstage decision variables are created for each period and each scenario. So, v ijtk denotes the number of type i servers allocated to customer class j in period t under scenario k and w jtk represents the number of type j customers that are not served in period t under scenario k. The objective function (3a) minimizes the weighted sum of scheduling cost and average abandonment cost.
There are IT + KT (J + I) constraints, I(S + T ) integer variables and IT K(J + 1) continuous variables in this model. The size of the model is highly dependent on the number of scenarios. A common planning horizon is one day or one week, and a common scheduling interval is 15 or 30 minutes. Thus, when the number of scenarios is large (e.g., 1000), (3) is a large-scale mixed-integer program (MIP). One option for solving the SAA problem is to directly use a commercial solver to solve (3). However, as we will demonstrate in the numerical results, this approach does not scale well with the number of scenarios, since the formulation (3) simply becomes too large. We therefore explore decomposition strategies.
Benders decomposition
Benders decomposition is a well-known algorithm that divides a mixed-integer program (MIP) into simpler problems by reformulating the original problem into a problem with fewer variables but an exponential number of constraints (Benders 1962) . Since most of the constraints are not active at an optimal solution, they are ignored in the beginning of the solution process and added in a cutting plane fashion as needed. This iterative algorithm is also known as the L-Shaped method in the stochastic programming literature. We refer the reader to §5 of Birge and Louveaux (1997) for the details of the algorithm and focus our discussion on the application of this algorithm to our problem.
We decompose our problem into a master problem where the staffing and scheduling decisions are made, corresponding to the first stage model explained in the previous section, and a set of subproblems corresponding to (2) for each customer count scenario. Observe that for fixed values of x and y, problem (3) decomposes into T K independent subproblems. Each subproblem is the same as (2), which is an LP with IJ + J decision variables.
Define q t (·) as:
Then, we introduce continuous variables z to represent these function values, and state the Benders master problem as follows:
Here,Ẑ t is a polyhedral relaxation of the epigraph of q t (·):
If we useẐ t = Y t , then the resulting problem is an exact reformulation of (3). In the Benders decomposition algorithm, the approximationẐ t is progressively improved by adding cuts defining the set Y t . Thus, the master problem always yields a lower bound on the optimal value of (3), and this lower bound improves as we add cuts to the setẐ t .
To derive the cuts that will be used to enforce (z t , y ·t ) ∈ Y t , consider the dual of (2) corresponding to λ = λ k , where we let γ and π be the dual variables associated with constraints (2b) and (2c), respectively:
Let Υ denote the set of extreme points of the feasible region of (6), which does not depend on y or λ k . Then, for each k ∈ K, we have
Thus, for each t ∈ T , every cut that is valid for Y t has the form
where (γ k ,π k ) ∈ Υ for each k ∈ K. We refer to cuts of the form (8) as Benders inequalities. Given a solution (x,ȳ) of the current master problem relaxation, a most violated cut of the form (8) can be obtained by solving (6) for each k ∈ K and letting (γ k ,π k ) be an extreme point optimal solution.
In the version of Benders decomposition that we have described, we use cuts of the form (8) that directly approximate the expected value functions q t (y) for each t ∈ T . This is known as the singlecut version of Benders decomposition in the stochastic programming literature. An alternative is the multi-cut version, in which cuts would be used to separately approximate the functions Q t (y, λ k )
for each t ∈ T and k ∈ K. While the multi-cut version can lead to convergence in fewer iterations, we found that for this problem the single-cut version is more effective because the multi-cut version introduced a very large number of cuts in the master problem, significantly slowing progress of the algorithm.
Vanishing integrality gap for high volume systems
Before moving to further improvements in our solution method, we provide conditions under which the relative integrality gap of our model vanishes as arrival volume increases. For this analysis, assume that we fix a sample and focus on the deterministic two-stage stochastic program corresponding to this sample. We define scaling the problem by increasing or decreasing the system volume by a given scaling factor. Specifically, we multiply the arrival counts and the right-hand-side values of the constraints on the scheduling variables (x ∈ X) by the given scaling factor keeping everything else the same. Recall that the constraints x ∈ X may contain constraints such as upper bounds on each server type, or an upper bound on the number of part-time schedules, etc. Then, we
show that under certain conditions, as we increase the volume of the system, the linear relaxation bound of our model converges to the optimal value of the mixed-integer program.
We represent our model for a system scaled by integer ρ > 0 as
In this formulation we have relaxed the y variables to be continuous, which does not change the optimal value because the matrix A is binary so the integrality restrictions on the x variables imply the left-hand-side of (9b) is integral. Because Q t (y, ·) is a non-increasing function of y, a continuous solution of this model can always be rounded up without increasing the solution cost.
The constraints (9c) provide an explicit representation of x ∈ X. We assume that the elements of D and d are integral, but we don't always assume that D and d are nonnegative.
Let LP(ρ) be the LP relaxation of IP(ρ) and ν LP (ρ) denote its objective value. We start with a simple lemma whose proof is provided in the e-companion to this paper.
Lemma 1. Assume LP(1) has an optimal solution. Then LP(ρ) has an optimal solution for any ρ > 0 and ν LP (ρ) = ρν LP (1).
The following proposition provides our first condition under which the integrality gap decreases as ρ increases. e denotes a vector of ones.
Proposition 1. Assume D is a nonnegative matrix and LP(1) has an optimal solution. Then,
Proof. Let ρ > 0 be fixed. Suppose that (x,ŷ) is an optimal solution of LP(ρ). Letx := x andȳ :=ŷ. Also, letν(ρ) = c Tx + (α/K) t∈T k∈K Q t (ȳ, ρλ k ). Since A and D are nonnegative matrices, (x,ȳ) satisfies (9b) and (9c). Also,x is integer. Therefore, (x,ȳ) is a feasible solution to IP(ρ). Henceν(ρ) is an upper bound on the optimal value of IP(ρ). Then, we have
Dividing through by ν LP (ρ) and applying Lemma 1 yields the result.
In the proof of this proposition, we used the fact that rounding a fractional scheduling solution up yields a feasible solution. However, this may fail even in the simple case where we have an upper bound on the number of agents of each type available to be scheduled. In the following proposition we eliminate this assumption and replace it with the assumption that the constraint matrix defining the scheduling problem is totally unimodular. This assumption is inspired by the well-known observation that if there are no breaks in the possible schedules, then A is an interval matrix, so it is totally unimodular.
Proposition 2. Assume that [A; D] is totally unimodular and LP(1) has an optimal solution.
Then, for any integer ρ > 0,
Proof. Let ρ > 0 be a fixed integer. Suppose that (x,ŷ) is an optimal solution of LP(ρ). Let y := ŷ andx be an optimal solution of the following LP:
Since the coefficient matrix is totally unimodular and the right-hand-side values are all integers, we may assumex is integer. Moreover, sincex was feasible to LP(ρ) andŷ ≥ȳ,x is feasible to (10). Then, we obtain
Now, let (γ,π) ∈ arg max j∈J γ j ρλ k jt − i∈I π iȳit : (γ, π) ∈ Υ so that
Since (γ,π) ∈ Υ, we know that
Next,ν(ρ) := c Tx + (α/K) t∈T k∈K Q t (ȳ, ρλ k ) is an upper bound on ν IP (ρ) since (x,ȳ) is a feasible solution to IP(ρ) by construction. Combining these observations, we have
Applying Lemma 1 yields the result.
The vanishing optimality gaps results in Propositions 1 and 2 are intuitive, but they do not hold without assumptions such as those given in either of the propositions. As a trivial example, if the constraint matrix Dx ≥ d includes constraints 2x 11 ≥ 1 and −2x 11 ≥ −1 (i.e., 2x 11 = 1), then the integer program with constraints Dx ≥ ρd is infeasible for any ρ not divisible by two, so that the vanishing integrality result does not hold.
Mixed-integer rounding (MIR)
The advantage of Benders decomposition is that it decomposes the large problem (3) into a master problem and a set of small single-scenario linear programs. However, as we will see in our numerical results, the Benders decomposition algorithm may fail due to having a weak master problem LP relaxation, leading to a large number of nodes in the branch-and-bound search tree.
Recall that Benders decomposition works by approximating the sets Y t , t ∈ T with cuts, or equivalently, approximating the functions q t (y) with piecewise-linear convex lower bound functions. A key piece of information that Benders decomposition ignores, which leads to the weak LP relaxations, is that the variables y are integer decision variables. This observation motivates us to develop valid inequalities for the following set in order to obtain better LP relaxation values for the master problem:
The key difference between Y t and Z t is that Z t includes the integrality restrictions of the first-stage variables y. Since Z t ⊆ Y t , the Benders inequalities (8) are valid for Z t , but inequalities that are valid for the convex hull of Z t may yield a stronger relaxation than using just the Benders inequalities.
We therefore explore the use of mixed-integer rounding (MIR) to derive valid inequalities for Z t for use in Benders decomposition.
The basic mixed integer inequality stated in Wolsey (1998) is as follows:
Proposition (3) can be used to obtain a more general valid inequality as follows. The following result is a simple generalization of proposition 8.7 of Wolsey (1998) . For completeness, a proof is provided in the e-companion.
is valid for H 1 , where f i := βd i − βd i , ∀i ∈ I.
Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) proposed a procedure for applying mixed-integer rounding to a pair of inequalities.
Proposition 4 (6.3 of Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988) .
for U , it follows that
Thus, we can choose pairs of Benders cuts and apply Proposition 4 to obtain a mixed-integer rounding inequality. However, we find that it is useful to first extend Theorem 1 to derive an inequality for a set defined by two inequalities.
Proof. Let (z, y) ∈ H 2 and define z :
(z , y) belongs to the set
Then, by applying Theorem 1, we get a valid inequality forH 1 , to which we substitute z expression back and obtain (18).
Note that Proposition 4 provides a procedure similar to that of Corollary 1 for using mixedinteger rounding on a pair of inequalities. However, as we show in the e-companion, the inequality that would be obtained by applying Theorem 4 to the inequalities in the set H 2 is in general weaker than (18). As in Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) , we call the method of applying the procedure in the proof of Corollary 1 as the MIR procedure, and the valid inequality (18) an MIR inequality.
We next explore how the MIR procedure can be used to obtain valid inequalities for the sets Z t , t ∈ T . To apply Corollary 1, we assume that for each t ∈ T , we have a current approximation of Z t , obtained using inequalities derived throughout the algorithm, as follows:
where the list of inequalities contains, at least, all Benders inequalities of the form (8) that have been identified up to the current point in the algorithm. We adopt the convention that the inequality z t ≥ 0 is also included in this list of inequalities. We can then derive a valid inequality (18) for any pair of inequalities from the list of L t inequalities and any scaling parameter β. In our implementation, given a current master problem solution (z,ȳ) that we wish to find a valid inequality for, we always require that one of the inequalities used in the pair be the Benders inequality that is most violated by (z,ȳ), thus limiting the search to O(L t ) pairs rather than O(L 2 t ) if all pairs are considered. For the scaling parameter β, we try the values 1 and 1/|d
We also use the MIR procedure to derive valid inequalities separately for each scenario, and then aggregate the results into a single cut to be used in our single-cut implementation of Benders decomposition. Specifically, for each t ∈ T , k ∈ K we maintain a list of inequalities:
which are valid for the set
These inequalities are obtained when solving the subproblems (6) that are used to obtain the aggregated single-cut Benders inequalities (8). We emphasize that we save these inequalities, but do not directly add them to the master formulation. Again, we apply Corollary 1 to any pair of inequalities from the list (19), which we also assume contains the inequality η tk ≥ 0. When attempting to find a valid inequality that cuts off a given solution (z,ȳ), we first solve (6) to find the most violated Benders inequality at that solution and add it to the list (19). We then consider pairing this inequality with each of the other inequalities in the list, and identify the MIR inequality that has the largest scaled violation (where the violation is scaled by the 2-norm of the cut coefficients). Then, for each scenario we choose either the original Benders inequality or this best MIR inequality, based on which has the larger scaled violation. Finally, having chosen a single inequality for each scenario, we aggregate these inequalities and, if the current solution violates the resulting inequality we add it to the master problem. In either case, we also add this inequality to the list of aggregated inequalities defining the setẐ t in (19). Therefore, MIR inequalities obtained for the setẐ t may be based on inequalities derived using mixed-integer rounding at the scenario level.
Additional improvements
We present two strategies to improve the Benders decomposition algorithm. We employ these strategies in all of our numerical tests, including those that do not use the mixed-integer rounding inequalities.
Upper bound.
Consider a master problem node LP relaxation solution (z,ȳ,x) for whichȳ andx satisfy the integer restrictions. Then, in order to be sure the cost is correctly recorded, the branch-and-cut method solves the subproblems (2) to calculate
and adds a cut of the form (8) if it is violated. At this point, from (4), we also know the value of q t (ȳ). We define z U B t := q t (ȳ), ∀t ∈ T , y U B :=ȳ, and x U B :=x. Then (z U B , y U B , x U B ) is a feasible solution and its objective value,
, is a valid upper bound to the problem. We therefore update the incumbent solution if this value is better than the best known feasible solution.
We may also apply this heuristic when the master problem solution (z,ỹ,x) is not integer-feasible.
First, we solve the integer program min x i∈I s∈S i c is x is s.t.
and let its solution be x U B . We then set y
for i ∈ I, t ∈ T , and finally let z U B t = q t (ȳ U B ) for t ∈ T , where the last step requires solving subproblem (2) for all t ∈ T , k ∈ K.
Since this routine requires a significant amount of work due to the necessity of solving all the subproblems, we apply this procedure once at the end of the root node, at all nodes up to depth five of the branch-and-bound tree and at every 100 nodes after that. When we execute this heuristic, we also add the valid inequalities of type (8) if they cut off the current solution and save them for future use in the MIR procedure.
Initialization of master problem via Jensen's inequality. Another drawback of
the Benders decomposition algorithm is that early on in the algorithm, the master problem has few or no cuts, and so is a poor approximation of the true feasible region. Thus, time can be spent generating cuts at solutions that are ultimately not promising. We remedy this weakness by including in the master problem a set of constraints based on the average value of the sampled values λ k jt , as proposed in Batun et al. (2011) . In particular, this technique is motivated by Jensen's inequality:
) for any y because Q t (y, λ) is convex in λ. We therefore introduce constraints that model the valid inequality z t ≥ Q t (y, E Λ [Λ]) for each t ∈ T . This is accomplished by defining continuous variablesv ijt andw jt , and adding the following constraints to our initial master problem (5):
jt is the average of the sampled values of Λ jt .
Details of branch-and-cut algorithm
We next describe how these ideas are integrated into a branch-and-cut algorithm for solving a single instance of the two-stage stochastic programming model (3) for a fixed value of α. In the next section, we discuss how this procedure can be used within an overall procedure to choose a schedule that balances quality-of-service and cost.
In a "textbook" implementation of Benders decomposition for solving a mixed-integer program, the master problem solved at each iteration is a mixed-integer program. However, repeatedly solving this MIP to optimality can be computationally slow. Therefore, following the standard practice in mixed-integer programming, we instead embed the generation of Benders inequalities within a branch-and-bound algorithm, leading to a branch-and-cut algorithm. In this algorithm, a branchand-bound tree search is done over the integer variables in the master problem. For each node that is not pruned by bound or infeasibility, the cutting plane algorithm is executed and cuts are added to the master problem formulation. If the current master problem LP relaxation solution is not integer feasible, then the cutting plane procedure can be terminated early and branching can be done. When the LP relaxation satisfies the integrality constraints, the algorithm always adds cuts if any violated ones can be found. If not, the best found feasible solution (the incumbent) is updated with the current solution, and the node is pruned.
After each LP relaxation is solved in the branch-and-bound tree, cuts are searched for and added as follows. If the LP relaxation solution is integer feasible, then the second-stage subproblems (7) are solved and the Benders inequality (8) is added if it is violated. The addition of these so-called lazy cuts is implemented within a LazyConstraintCallback in CPLEX. We also evaluate the objective value of this solution as described in section 4.4.1, and add if it is better than the incumbent solution we update the incumbent. If the LP relaxation solution is not integer feasible, then we optionally search for violated MIR-enhanced Benders inequalities as described in section 4.3. The addition of these so-called user cuts is implemented within a UserCutCallback in CPLEX.
In our implementation, we always search for violated MIR-enhanced Benders inequalities at the root node, and at most once per node at other nodes in the branch-and-bound tree.
Suggested overall solution approach
Because our proposed stochastic integer programming model uses an LP approximation to estimate abandonments, we suggest using this model to generate candidate schedules, and then use a simulation model to more accurately evaluate the fraction of abandonments for these schedules.
Specifically, the steps of our suggested approach are as follows:
1. Generate candidate schedules. The goal is to generate a variety of schedules on the efficient frontier between cost and estimated quality-of-service. This is done by solving the two-stage stochastic integer program for multiple values of α (SAA problem (3)) and recording the schedules obtained from each of these problems. Because the stochastic integer programming formulation includes discrete decisions, using a weighted average of the two objectives (scheduling cost and expected abandonments) may not be sufficient to yield all possible solutions on the efficient frontier (see e.g., Ehrgott (2005)). Thus, after approximating the efficient frontier by varying the parameter α, if there are large gaps in the efficient frontier, these may be filled in by solving a model in which the expected abandonment costs are minimized, while the scheduling cost is constrained to be less than a given upper bound, or in which the scheduling costs are minimized with a constraint on the expected abandonment costs.
2. Evaluate the schedules via simulation. Use a simulation model to obtain estimates of the fraction of abandoned customers for each of the candidate schedules. Driving the simulation requires choosing the routing rule that will be used when the schedule is implemented. In our experiments, we use the "shadow routing" rule proposed by Stolyar and Tezcan (2010) . 
Numerical illustration
We next describe our numerical experiments that illustrate the potential benefit from solving the integrated staffing and scheduling model and the computational efficiency of the proposed approach. We first give details about the data used in our experiments. We then compare the solutions of our integrated model with the solutions obtained by considering staffing and scheduling separately. Finally, we present results on the performance of the proposed MIR-enhanced Benders decomposition approach.
Test instances
We base our test instances on data derived from a bank call center, documented by Guedj and Mandelbaum (2000) . The data is collected over 12 months of 1999 at the level of individual calls.
It includes 30-40 thousand calls per month involving callers who desire to speak to an agent. A comprehensive description of the data is presented in Mandelbaum et al. (2000) . Statistical analysis of this data from a queueing perspective is given in Brown et al. (2005) .
We chose the data from April 1999 to derive our test data, and only considered data from weekdays, during which the call center is staffed from 7 am to midnight. Whenever possible, the data in our tests are based on the available data, although in some cases we needed to make some assumptions on the data, in particular regarding the server costs and skills. Full details about our test instances are provided in the e-companion.
In the empirical analysis done by Brown et al. (2005) , the authors find that a time-inhomogeneous
Poisson process fits the arrival data. We follow common call center practice and assume arrival rates are constant during individual time periods. We focus our study on planning the schedule for a single day and use time periods of one-half hour. Therefore, our planning horizon is T = 34
periods.
There are six types of calls in the data. To forecast the arrival rate functions of the timeinhomogeneous Poisson process, we follow an approach introduced in Ye et al. (2014) , which extends some of the ideas in Shen and Huang (2008b,a) , Weinberg et al. (2007) to a system with multiple customer arrival streams. Specifically, the number of arrivals of customer type j ∈ J in period t ∈ T is assumed to be a Poisson random variable with random rate
is modeled as a joint normal random vector with mean r and covariance matrix Σ, and for each
+ is a profile vector satisfying t∈T δ jt = 1. The parameters r, Σ, and δ j , j ∈ J are estimated from the data as described in the electronic companion. The random vector (R 1 , . . . , R J ) captures correlation between customer classes, whereas the profile vectors δ j capture intra-day correlations. After estimating this forecast distribution of the arrival rates throughout the day, we generate samples of customer counts for the SAA problem by first sampling the arrival rate from the forecast distribution, and then sampling from the Poisson distribution with the given sampled arrival rate.
Agents of different types have different skills where a skill is defined as the subset of the customer classes that an agent can serve. We represent the available server-customer class relationships as a bipartite graph where the partite sets correspond to server types and customer classes and edges correspond to existing skills. Figure 1 shows the topologies we used, where the rectangles represent customer classes and the circles represent server types. The topologies we use all have I = J, and Figure 1 Three topologies used in the numerical experiments. (c) 6by6
have the "1-chain" structure (also called a "long chain") in which each customer j ∈ J can be served by the two agents j and (j + 1) mod J. Jordan and Graves (1995) showed that this type of network performs almost as well as a completely flexible network in certain settings. Similarly, Wallace and Whitt (2005) demonstrated empirically that for properly balanced systems with good routing strategies, one or two skills per agent often yields similar quality-of-service to that obtained by a system where all agents have all skills. For service rates, we first estimate from the data the service rate of each customer class j ∈ J , independent of server, and set µ jj to be this estimate.
For i = (j + 1) mod J, the service rate µ ij is set to 0.9µ jj . This represents a system where each customer type j has a corresponding "specialist" server type j, and the service rate for a customer being served by its non-specialist server is slightly smaller.
We created a variety of different schedules, including full-time and overtime schedules (eight to nine and a half hour shifts) having one half-an-hour break, and also part-time schedules (three to five hours long) with no break. There are 333 schedules in total. We assume that every schedule is eligible to each server type. The cost of a schedule is calculated as the number of periods in the schedule multiplied by the cost per period for the agent type. Per-period server costs are assumed to be 1.1 for all agent types, up to eight hours. Overtime periods are charged at 1.5 times the normal cost. Customer penalty costs p j are set to one. Complete details about the schedules and the costs can be found in the e-companion. We assume we have at most 50 of each server type available, so our model includes the constraints: s∈S i x is ≤ 50 for all i ∈ I. Also, unless otherwise stated, we limit the total number of part-time agents (over all agent types) to four, i.e., i∈I s∈S i x is ≤ 4, where S i is the set of part-time schedules for server i ∈ I.
We next describe the simulation model used to evaluate the fraction of abandonments in a schedule. We assume that each server pool has its own queue, arriving customers are immediately routed to these queues, and the customers in a queue are served in a first-come first-serve basis. We use the shadow routing rule of Stolyar and Tezcan (2010) to route customers to server queues, with the routing rule parameter η set to 0.0001. We reinitialize virtual queues used in the shadow routing rule at the beginning of each time period. Customers arrive according to a time-inhomogeneous compound Poisson process, where the arrival rate in each period is randomly sampled at the beginning of each period, and then fixed during the period. Customers abandon the queue after an exponentially distributed patience time, and service times are assumed to be exponentially distributed. For patience rate of a customer class, we use the average of the service rates of the server types which can serve that customer class. Whenever a period change happens, if some busy agents have to leave due to a decrease in the staffing levels, we choose the ones with minimum work left, and assume they continue to work until that service is complete. (Service times are small relative to the length of a period.) At the end of the day, all busy servers finish serving their customer, but any customers that are in a queue abandon.
In the e-companion, we present results of an experiment analyzing the lower and upper bounds that can be obtained with the sample average approximation approach with varying sample size.
We find that a sample size of 500 is sufficient to yield high quality solutions (upper bounds), and that with a sample size of 2000 it is possible to provide lower bounds that verify these solutions are within 1% of optimality.
Value of integrated staffing and scheduling
We first investigate the value of the integration of the staffing and scheduling problems. We compare the solutions obtained with the proposed stochastic integer program with the output of the following two-step heuristic. First, staffing levels for each individual time period are determined by solving a staffing problem that minimizes a weighted sum of the cost of the servers selected and the expected abandonment costs within that period. Thus, a two-stage stochastic linear program is solved for each time period. Given these staffing levels, we then solve an integer program to obtain the minimum cost schedules that meet these levels. We compare the solutions generated from our proposed integrated model and this two-step heuristic for the 5by5 topology, and for this experiment we fix the number of scenarios used in the optimization models at K = 500. (Evaluation of solutions is done via simulation using more replications.) Here, we solve the stochastic integer programs to 0.5% optimality.
Because the ultimate objective of this model is to obtain a set of solutions on the efficient frontier between scheduling cost and quality-of-service (as measured by number of abandonments), we compare these two methods by comparing the efficient frontier that we are able to obtain with them. Thus, for each method, we generated a large number of different solutions by varying the parameter α used to weight the abandonment cost in the combined objective function, and then for each solution we evaluate its scheduling cost and estimate the quality-of-service via simulation.
We measure the quality-of-service by the abandonment percentage, calculated as the ratio of total abandonments (over all customer types, time periods, and replications) to total number of customers. We generate 10000 samples of arrival times throughout the day (each sample represents the whole sequence of arrival times for each customer) and use these to perform 10000 replications of simulation by using this sample set and estimate of quality-of-service. We use the same sample set of arrivals to evaluate all the solutions from both methods. Similarly, each solution is evaluated using the same streams of random service and patience times in the simulation replications. For the stochastic integer programming case, the solutions are obtained by first varying the parameter α and solving the model (3). Additional solutions are obtained by solving a model in which the expected abandonment costs are minimized, while the scheduling cost is constrained to be less than a given upper bound in order fill in large gaps in the efficient frontier. For the two-step heuristic method, the parameter α is used to balance staffing cost and expected abandonments within a stochastic linear program. Thus, all solutions that define extreme points of the efficient frontier in the objective space can be obtained by varying the weight α in the objective. Unfortunately, when such solutions are then passed to the scheduling integer program step of the heuristic, this can leave large gaps in the efficient frontier, which is especially the case when part-time schedules are not allowed (PT= 0). Thus, one potential drawback of the two-step heuristic is a difficulty to find solutions in the desired trade-off range between the two objectives.
The efficient frontier obtained using the integrated model is strictly below the efficient frontier of the heuristic, and the gap is substantial over much of the frontier. For instance, for our baseline case in which four part-time schedules are allowed, at a scheduling cost of 305 the integrated model finds a schedule with abandonment percentage 6.9%, as compared to 8.0% from the heuristic.
At a scheduling cost of 365, the integrated model finds a schedule with abandonment percentage about 0.4% smaller than with the heuristic. Alternatively, at an abandonment percentage of 8%, the integrated model obtained a schedule that is 6.8% less costly than the heuristic. Holding the abandonment percentage at 5%, the integrated model yields scheduling cost savings of around 4.5%. Another observation is that when the abandonment percentages are low, the difference in scheduling cost between the integrated model and the two-step heuristic is relatively smaller. This suggests that the two-step heuristic may be more adequate for systems in which very high qualityof-service is sought.
When we eliminate the option of part-time schedules (the case PT= 0), we see that the efficient frontiers from both methods shift up, which means that obtaining the same abandonment percentage is more costly, illustrating the value of having the more flexible part-time schedules available. We also observe that the difference between the efficient frontiers obtained from the two methods is greater when part-time schedules are not allowed, suggesting that the integrated model is especially valuable when there is less flexibility in the scheduling decisions. For example, at a scheduling cost of about 307, the integrated model finds a schedule with abandonment percentage of 7.1%, compared to 9.2% for the two-step heuristic. Alternatively, the least expensive schedule obtained from the two-step heuristic that obtains an abandonment percentage of 6% has cost 365, whereas the integrated model is able to obtain a schedule with the same abandonment percentage at a cost of about 332, a savings of 9%.
Next, we compare the abandonment percentages obtained via simulation with the ones obtained via the LP approximation given in (2). We estimate the abandonments obtained by each solution of our stochastic model used for Figure 2 by simulation and by the LP approximation. To eliminate the bias introduced by optimization with respect to a given sample, we estimate the abandonment percentage by using a new sample of size 10000. Specifically, we generate 10000 samples of daily arrivals in order to make 10000 simulation replications and create a sample of size 10000 for customer counts (generated from the same arrival rates) which are used in the LP.
As mentioned before, for simulation the abandonment percentage is calculated as the ratio of total abandonments (over all customer types, time periods, and replications) to total number of Since the LP approximation allows fractional assignment of customers to servers and ignores the timing of customer arrivals and service completions within a period, it yields optimistic estimates of the abandonment percentages. Indeed, as observed from Figure 3 , the LP approximation significantly and consistently underestimates the abandonment percentage. Therefore, we find that it is indeed important to evaluate solutions by using simulation to obtain a more accurate estimate of the quality-of-service. However, we also find there is a very strong positive correlation between the quality-of-service estimates obtained via simulation and the LP approximation. In particular, a linear regression analysis between these factors yields coefficient of determination (R 2 ) values of 0.95 and 0.97 for the PT=4 and PT=0 cases, respectively, indicating a very good fit of the linear model. Also, the correlation coefficient for both cases is 0.98. These results suggest that the LP approximation is a very good proxy for the actual (simulation estimated) abandonment percentage, in the sense that it can be effectively used to rank solutions according to their abandonment percentage. In other words, if simulation finds one solution to have better quality-of-service than another, then it is usually the case that the LP approximation will have the same preference.
This explains why, despite the very biased estimates of abandonment percentage given by the LP approximation, using this approximation within an approach that generates the efficient frontier of feasible solutions can yield very good solutions, as we saw in the example. Thus, by using the LP approximation combined with the efficient frontier approach, we are able to obtain high quality solutions and exploit the computational benefits of using the LP approximation.
Lastly, we compare the heuristic and the integrated model at three different standard deviation levels of the arrival rates. The case with standard deviation σ = 1 corresponds to the original data where we used the mean vector and variance-covariance matrix estimated from the data in the arrival rate generation procedure. We also increased and decreased the estimated standard deviation by 20% and then generated arrival rates using the modified variance-covariance matrix (keeping the original mean vector), yielding two cases referred to as σ = 1.2 and σ = 0.8, respectively. The first observation is that higher standard deviation in the arrival rates causes the efficient frontiers for both the heuristic and the integrated model to shift significantly to the right. Thus, obtaining a given abandonment percentage requires significantly higher scheduling costs when the standard deviation is higher, regardless of the method used. This suggests that there is a very large potential benefit to improving arrival rate forecasts. The second observation is that changes in the standard deviation do not affect the relative performances of the heuristic and the integrated model. The efficient frontier of the heuristic is strictly above that of the integrated model with similar magnitude of the difference in all cases. Thus, the integrated model can provide significant benefits over a range of standard deviation levels.
Comparison of algorithmic performance
We next investigate the computational efficiency of the proposed method for solving the two-stage stochastic integer programming formulation that arises in our approach. Specifically, we compare the use of MIR inequalities to classical alternatives.
Implementation details. We implemented all algorithms in C++ using Cplex 12.4. We performed all experiments on a Linux workstation with 24, 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs and 132 GB memory.
We set the number of threads to one, although we note that the Benders decomposition algorithm (with and without MIR inequalities) can naturally be implemented in parallel computing environments. We solved the deterministic equivalent extensive form of our model with default Cplex settings, while we turned off presolve for the Benders algorithms. For convenience in conducting these tests, we used a solution time limit of one hour. We also repeated these experiments with a three-hour time limit, and found similar results (which we do not report for brevity).
In order to limit the total number of cuts added to the master problem, we generate user cuts only at nodes with depth up to five in the branch-and-bound tree and at every 100 nodes for the rest. We always apply MIR strengthening for these cuts if the MIR option is selected. Also, at every node except the root node, we generate at most one round of user cuts. When we do attempt to generate cuts, we add all of the identified cuts that are violated at the current solution by a minimum relative violation, defined as the absolute violation of the cut divided by the 2-norm of the cut coefficients. User cuts are added if they have relative violation at least 10 −4 at the root node and at least 5 × 10 −4 at other nodes in the tree. Lazy cuts are added if they have relative violation at least 10 −5 . Unless otherwise stated, we set the relative MIP optimality tolerance to 0.5%.
Computational comparison. We compare the computational performance of solving the integrated model using three methods: solving the extensive form using default Cplex; using pure
Benders decomposition within a branch-and-cut algorithm; and using the Benders decomposition method enhanced with MIR inequalities. We denote them as "Ext", "Ben" and "+MIR", respectively.
In Table 1 we present the results for three different topologies and varying number of scenarios.
In all of these instances we fixed α = 1.5 1 . In the columns labeled as "Time/Gap", we report the time spent to solve the instance in the case that the instance is solved in the one-hour time limit.
For the instances that are not solved within the time limit, the "Time/Gap" column reports the percentage optimality gap (calculated as 100 * (z U B − z LB )/z U B where z U B denotes the upper bound and z LB denotes the lower bound) obtained at the end of the hour. We also report the number of branch-and-bound nodes executed by each algorithm and the LP relaxation gap ("LP Gap (%)") with and without MIR inequalities. The LP gap is calculated as 100 * (z IP − z LP )/z IP , where z IP denotes the optimal value of the two-stage stochastic program and z LP denotes the LP relaxation optimal value obtained after processing the root node with or without MIR inequalities. We observe that the extensive form cannot solve any of the instances, mainly because it can only process a small number of nodes in the time limit due to the formulation size. The basic Benders algorithm can solve only one of the instances within one hour, although it ends with a much smaller optimality gap than the extensive form, and the ending optimality gaps do not vary significantly with number of scenarios in the instances. This appears to be due to the ability of the Benders decomposition algorithm to solve many nodes in the time limit. Finally, we find that strengthening the Benders cuts with mixed-integer rounding leads to a significant reduction in the number of branch-and-bound nodes that need to be processed, and hence enables all of the instances to be solved in the time limit.
We also see that using MIR to strengthen the Benders cuts closes significantly more of the root LP relaxation gap than using Benders cuts alone. We provide more details about the processing of the root node in the e-companion, including solution times, the total number of cuts added, and the number of master iterations while solving the root via the two Benders algorithms. We find that even though generating MIR inequalities takes time and leads to the addition of more total cuts, the total time spent solving the root node with and without the MIR strengthening is comparable because fewer iterations are required when the MIR strengthened cuts are used.
Increasing system volume
We next investigate empirically the effect of scaling up the volume in these test instances, as inspired by Propositions 1 and 2. Since we have upper bounds on the scheduling variables and the schedules include breaks, our test instance does not satisfy the assumptions of either of these propositions, although the constraint matrix may be considered to be "nearly" totally unimodular because it closely resembles an interval matrix. We therefore investigate whether integrality gap decreases as the volume increases in these instances. For this experiment we fix α = 1.5 and K = 2000. Table 2 shows the results of this experiment. We scale the original system by a scale factor given in the column labeled as "ScaleBy" in Table 2 , i.e., we multiply the original arrival rates and upper bounds of the constraints on the scheduling variables by the scaling factor, keeping everything else the same. So, the case with one as the scaling factor corresponds to the original data. We find that when the scale factor is increased the root LP relaxation gap of the standard Benders decomposition (which equals the root LP relaxation of the extensive form) decreases dramatically, leading to drastic reductions in ending optimality gap for the extensive form and making the standard Benders algorithm much more competitive. For systems with high volumes and a modest number of scenarios, even the extensive form might become a viable option. At the scale factor of three the standard Benders algorithm is now able to solve two instances, although using MIR to strengthen the Benders cuts still leads to significant improvement in computation time. At scale factor five the LP relaxation of the standard Benders algorithm is now small enough that the benefit from using MIR inequalities is almost eliminated. These results suggest that even when the assumptions of Propositions 1 or 2 are not strictly satisfied, the integrality gap of the proposed stochastic integer program may still be small for systems with high volumes, and for such systems using standard Benders cuts within a branch-and-cut algorithm, or even the extensive form, may be sufficient for solving the integrated staffing and scheduling problem.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we consider multiskill multiclass service systems with uncertain arrival rates. We introduce a two-stage stochastic integer program that integrates the staffing and scheduling steps of the workforce management process into a single optimization model. In the first stage the staffing levels and schedules are decided, while in the second stage, after the customer counts are assumed known, a linear program is solved to approximate the effect of the resulting staffing levels on the quality-of-service.
We propose a technique for using mixed-integer rounding to improve the cuts used in a Benders decomposition procedure by making use of the integrality information of the first-stage decision variables. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first general purpose application of the MIR procedure within a Benders decomposition algorithm for solving a two-stage stochastic integer
program. This technique may be useful for any class of stochastic integer programs having integer first-stage decision variables. We also show that under certain conditions the integrality gap of the proposed model approaches zero as the system volume increases.
Using test instances based on data from a bank call center, we find that using the integrated stochastic integer programming model can yield staffing and scheduling decisions with significant savings in cost at the same quality-of-service, or that yield significant improvement in qualityof-service at the same cost, relative to solving the staffing and scheduling problems separately.
Finally, we find that while it may be difficult to solve the proposed model using standard Benders decomposition or the deterministic equivalent extensive form, the Benders decomposition algorithm enhanced with our procedure for adding MIR inequalities is able to solve optimally, or within a small optimality gap, reasonable size instances within an hour of computation time.
